A Coordinated Approach for Supply-Chain Tracking in the Liquefied Natural Gas Industry
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Abstract: With the increased size and complexity of liquefied natural gas (LNG) projects, supply-chain management has become a challenging process due to involvements of the remote location of the project site and the multiple stakeholders. The transparency and traceability of the supply-chain are critical as any surpluses or shortages of materials will put the project at risk. Currently, limited research has been conducted on LNG projects considering the total supply-chain perspective, which refers to all stages of materials tracking in off-site manufacturing, transportation, and site logistics. The purpose of this research is to propose a framework of a coordinated approach for supply-chain tracking in the LNG industry. Two focus group studies were organized to develop the proposed framework: One for LNG construction supply chain process development, and another for alternative tracking technologies selection. In addition, two experiments, namely off-site fabrication tracking and site logistics tracking, were conducted in a field to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed framework. Technology limitations were also discussed in terms of field implementation.
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1. Introduction

Supply-chain management (SCM) is a very challenging process in the liquefied natural gas (LNG) industry. There are three main reasons: (1) They are large and complicated; LNG projects are particularly massive undertakings with thousands of construction workers on site and an extremely long supply-chain during project implementation. Take Australia as an example, the footprint of an LNG project can span an area larger than the entire UK [1]. Other than building, few other such large construction projects are undertaken outside industrialized areas; (2) challenging locations: The new wave of LNG projects are mostly in challenging locations—remote from traditional industry supply bases, and sometimes in tough terrain that may also be environmentally or politically sensitive. For instance, the Gorgon LNG plant on Barrow Island resulted in challenging SCM requirements given that the located area is a Class 1a Nature Reserve [1]; and (3) cumulative impacts: Multiple projects can be constructed in contiguous locations, putting stress on local workforces and suppliers, and leading to sharply rising costs [1]. Such stress also comes from a building up steam of supply chain sustainability, as government and communities become more environmentally conscious and request proper social/environmental impact management plans from LNG corporations [2].

Ineffective supply-chain management for this type of megaproject can result in significant cost blow-outs, waste, and delays in project completion or operation. The waste, such as energy lost and
carbon emission from extra routing due to a poor material tracking and control, could cause direct
environmental impacts. Such cost inefficiencies will also negatively impact the project performance,
especially on surpluses or shortages of materials [3]. To improve the SCM, research effort has been put
on many aspects, including supplier selection or evaluation [4], analytical modeling [5], performance
measurement [6], and influence analysis of sustainable SCM [7]. Regarding the improvement of
the tracking abilities on the supply chain, innovative technologies have the capability to address
ineffective issues by integrating all materials with supply-chain work processes to provide project teams
with online access to information during all project phases, which produces complete supply-chain
management from manufacturer to construction site [8]. The technologies enable effective SCM,
delivering cost savings and improved procurement efficiency [9].

Research gaps can be identified that previous studies regarding the use of tracking technologies
for SCM have mainly been focused on certain stages of the project lifecycle. Single tracking technology
was first tested for improving SCM performance, such as barcodes [3,10], radio frequency identification
(RFID) [11–13], global positioning systems (GPS) [14–16], ultra-wide band (UWB) [17–19], and wireless
sensor networks (WSN) [20,21]. Then, integrated tracking solutions were developed to allow for
efficient SCM on a construction site [22] and a storage yard of a prefabricated plant [23]. Asset tracking
during the stages of shipping and building maintenance were also investigated [3,24]. However, limited
studies have been conducted on LNG projects considering the total supply-chain perspective, which
refers to all stages of materials tracking in off-site manufacturing, transportation, and site logistics.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to propose a framework of a coordinated approach towards SCM
in LNG construction that integrates different tracking technologies. Three main elements are developed
within the proposed framework: (1) Supply-chain tracking for general-material management;
(2) supply-chain tracking for project specific-material management; and (3) a supply-chain control
platform. Two experiments were then conducted in the field to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
approach. The approach presented in this paper can be applied in other industries, such as mining,
infrastructure, and building.

2. Related Works

2.1. Coordinated Supply-Chain Management in the LNG Industry

Poor coordination and fragmented practices have impacted the productivity and performance
issues of the LNG industry. For instance, the LNG practices in Australia are far from satisfactory:
The cost of building new LNG projects has increased tremendously in the past decade and is now
about 20%–30% higher than that of the competition in North America and East Africa [25]. The LNG
industry comprises complicated practices throughout its project lifecycle from the stages of investment,
development, design, construction, and until the downstream phases. The LNG supply-chain can
be described as all activities involved from the planning and extraction of the natural gas until it is
consumed by the end users [26]. The focus of this paper is on the supply chain required to build
an LNG project. The supply chains of the plant operation and LNG itself to the end-consumer are
separate topics and are not discussed in this paper. Managing supply chain means ensuring LNG
projects get the materials and the people they need to be built and to operate efficiently, on time, in the
right order and condition, safely and yet at the lowest possible price. Improving this kind of the LNG
supply-chain requires both coordinated and integrated SCM.

A coordinated SCM describes the processes that revolve around the three traditional stages in
the supply-chain: Procurement, production, and distribution. It includes coordinated actions from
three aspects, such as: Buyer-vendor coordination for the procurement of materials or equipment,
production-distribution coordination for transportation of the products, and inventory-distribution
coordination for the optimal inventory levels [27,28]. The actions would become more difficult in LNG
projects due to their huge project-size, the number of stakeholders involved, and the project’s often
remote location. Optimizing the cost, timeliness, quality, and inventory are necessary. This requires
full coordination between two perspectives of SCM, namely from: (1) A purchasing and supply management perspective; and (2) a transportation and logistics perspective. Yet, these perspectives originally were separated in SCM’s philosophy [29,30]. Therefore, the coordinated SCM should work with the three coordinated actions within the two perspectives in the LNG supply-chain. This coordinated supply-chain strategy then could avoid any disturbances to the production processes or logistic functions across the project lifecycle.

Furthermore, the coordinated SCM needs to integrate with transparent and traceable information. It is described as the integrated SCM in this context. The materials and information flows are central to the SCM [31–33]. The use of related technologies or software is recommended, which will improve the supply-chain relationship by enhancing the trust, communication, and collaboration among the stakeholders [34,35]. Enabling transparency and traceability in the supply-chain tracking is key for this integrated SCM. Hence, tracking technologies should be adopted to enhance this integration. However, the adoption of tracking technologies is very challenging in the LNG supply-chain due to the increased complexity of the project requirements, uncertain demands, production conditions, and large numbers of specialized and interdependent suppliers [36]. Therefore, this research intends to address the supply-chain challenge by integrating various tracking technologies into the LNG industry.

2.2. Tracking Technologies

The integration of tracking technologies in supply-chain monitoring has great potential in improving management outcomes through the transparency of goods delivery. For the last two decades, several tracking technologies have been surveyed, implemented, and evaluated through supply-chain research studies, experimental implementations, and actual applications.

Firstly, barcodes and related paper-based tracking approaches have been widely utilized in current industrial environments with their features, such as low cost, and easy installation, reading, and replacement [37]. Nowadays, the applications for supply-chains have massively adopted barcodes in order to control the traceability of goods, such as equipment and materials tracking, and electronic document management [10]. As a robust tracking approach for asset management applications, barcoding still suffers from a certain amount of problems, such as line-of-sight restrictions, and that they are easily damaged [3], which creates obstacles in supply-chain scenarios. Nevertheless, barcoding is still an essential approach in industrial logistics.

RFID technologies have been progressively adopted in tracking material’s transportation and status during construction in the past 10 years [3]. The RFID system usually contains two main components: Readers and tags. RFID readers acquire the information from tags based on radio wave communications between tags and antennas on the readers [24]. Once the tags of interest have been located within the detecting range of readers, the Identities of these tags can be received and related information regarding the tagged objects can be identified. According to the used RFID technology, the systems can be classified into two types: Passive and active RFID systems [38]. The communication of a passive system only relies on the signal emitted from the antenna of the reader. Tags are responsible for the signal reflection based on their induction coils without battery support, which only offers a short communication range. On the contrary, the active system identifies information by triggering tags and receiving tags’ active signal responses. Due to its decreasing cost and relatively long range communication, RFID has attracted a lot of interests from both researchers and industry professionals. Examples of their use include indoor location identification for construction projects [39], and the improvement of construction supply network visibility [40,41]. However, the tracking system still suffers from environmental factors, which negatively impact the reliability of widespread utilization for total supply-chain management. The environmental factors affect the magnetic flux and weaken the radio frequency signal [42]. They include multipath fading issues [43], the presence of metal and liquid in the vicinity of the tag, and so on. Furthermore, little research has focused on dynamic RFID tracking in supply-chain scenarios [44].
GPS, as an outdoor localization technology, can provide logistic information frequently. It can be utilized for transportation tracking in a medium- or long-range area, such as tracking asset movement from a warehouse to a construction site. GPS was first initialized in the United States during the 1970s. Except for satellites running on the orbit of the earth, the ground-based equipment contains a transmitter and a receiver, which is usually combined into a single unit and is responsible for collecting and decoding the signal from satellites [45]. The latitude, longitude, and altitude of the unit can be determined by triangulation calculations according to the positions and time off-sets of four satellites. Such tracking approaches are now commonly used in the trucking industry.

Apart from the three types of tracking technologies mentioned above, UWB, Bluetooth, and wireless local area networks (WLAN) are also discussed in asset tracking. UWB belongs to the radio frequency positioning family [46]. The feature of UWB is its short pulse, which allows the filtering of the reflected signal and further helps to overcome multi-path distortion for more accurate positioning results [47]; Bluetooth can only obtain two-dimensional positioning data and is known to be extremely accurate in indoor environments [46]. The WLAN system can reuse the existing network infrastructure of the site and be used to calculate the position of the subject based on the signal strength as well [48]. The limitation is the need for the target to be connected to the WLAN [46].

Regarding the performance of the state-of-the-art tracking approaches deployed in different scenarios of a supply-chain, hybrid solutions integrating multiple tracking devices and methods have attracted great research intentions today [3,49]. Ergen et al. [23] integrated RFID technology with a crane-mounted GPS receiver to record the position of items relocated by the crane. Torrent and Caldas [14] utilized a mobile RFID reader with a GPS receiver to collect the signal of tags and proposed a method to automate the localization of construction components in industrial projects. By selecting the most appropriate group of tracking technologies, the advantages of these technologies can be amplified while the drawbacks are minimized because they are complementary to each other. This is especially practical in the case that contains multiple and complex usage scenarios, such as SCM. One single identification approach is not likely to meet the needs of a complete end-to-end application in the supply-chain [3].

3. Research Methods

Focus group methodology was selected to develop the proposed framework. Through focus group discussions, participants’ perceptions, feelings, and experiences were interwoven and stimulated so as to deepen the level of understanding on specific topics (i.e., supply chain and process tracking) and avoid individual bias drawbacks [50]. Two focus group studies were conducted: The first one was for the development of the total supply chain process in LNG construction, and the second one was for the selection of the alternative tracking technologies to improve the visibility of the supply chain process. To decrease dominant voices, homogenous participants were invited to the two focus groups according to their stakeholder status [51].

3.1. First Focus Group Study

Five industry experts were invited to participate in the first focus group study, who were from different companies and had been involved in multiple LNG construction projects. A draft version of the total supply chain process map was firstly introduced, which was developed by the authors based on the previous literature. Then, a series of short questions were asked to check the reasonability and authenticity of the proposed process map. During the discussion, the owner pointed out that there were two different types of materials in LNG construction, namely general materials and project-specific materials, and each of them had different SCM strategies. The former included standard materials and tools; and the latter contained specified instruments and offsite fabricated modules. The logistics solution provider emphasized the shipping difference between the two delivery strategies: Free on Board (FOB) and Ex Works (EXW). Under the FOB agreement, there is no line item payment by the buyer for the cost of getting the goods onto the transport. EXW means that a buyer incurs the risks for
bringing the goods to their final destination. The fabricator confirmed the process during fabrication, however, he emphasized that the process was not constant and would be adjusted based on the client’s requirements. For instance, surface treatment and/or pre-assembly were not always necessary for all productions. The general contractor pointed out the difficulties of site logistics management, especially for warehouse management. The final version of the total supply chain process map is shown in Figure 1 and a detailed explained in Section 4.

**Figure 1.** Framework of a coordinated approach for supply-chain tracking in Liquefied Natural Gas construction.
3.2. Second Focus Group Study

The second focus group study involved seven people. Two of them were from the first focus group and another five from five different tracking solution providers, respectively. Seven types of tracking technologies were introduced and discussed at the beginning, namely barcode, passive RFID, active RFID, GPS, UWB, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. Due to the intrinsic safety requirement in the LNG industry (pointed out by the client), the last three technologies (i.e., UWB, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth) were excluded in the following discussion because they had not been certified so far against explosion protection concepts. Subsequently, the validated version of the total supply chain process for LNG construction, which came from the first focus group study, was introduced to the participants. For each detailed process, they needed to evaluate the feasibility of the four alternative tracking solutions (i.e., barcode, passive RFID, active RFID, and GPS). Five factors were considered during the evaluation: (1) The type of the object to be tracked; (2) indoor or outdoor environment; (3) line-of-sight requirement; (4) location information requirement; and (5) tag removal. Finally, suggested solutions were given in terms of their low complexity in practice and cost-effectiveness. It should be noted that the five factors used to describe the characteristics of tracking events usually take place in each process. They act as selection criteria for suitable tracking solutions, instead of features of tracking technologies.

Table 1 illustrates the final evaluation results. Regarding the identification of objects that need to be tracked in each process, it was very straightforward for processes of number 1, 5–15. However, for processes of number 2–4 (i.e., Programming & Processing, Cutting & Drilling, and Welding), it was difficult to recognize the objects because of either no physical components or massive small steel pieces. According to the fabricator’s suggestion, shop drawings could be treated as the objects to reflect the status of the three processes. The reasons were threefold: (1) The fabrication plan was developed based on the shop drawings; (2) workers needed to reference the shop drawings frequently to finish their tasks; and (3) the shop drawings were always transferred from the end of the last process to the next one.

Tag removal was another significant factor that needed to be considered during field execution. It was ideal to attach the tag once and keep it through the project lifecycle. However, in the following three situations, tags should be considered to be removed: (1) The physical tags would have a negative impact on the quality of the following processes, such as surface treatment; (2) massive tags were attached within one large module, which would reduce the efficiency of searching the correct tag to be scanned during the following processes. For instance, large LNG offsite modules always started from small components or modules, and ended with several times of assemblies; (3) the price of the tags was so high that they need to be reused to lower the hardware cost for each implementation.

The feasibility assessment of the four alternative tracking solutions was critical to the effectiveness of the proposed framework. A detailed comparison of the four technologies was conducted (as shown in Table 2). Barcode and passive RFID were firstly discussed because they were very similar. When compared with passive RFID, barcode was more convenient to be generated and implemented in a real project. However, passive RFID was more powerful in terms of tracking capability, such as the ruggedness, reliability, data storage, and read speed. Considering the five factors for each detailed process, barcode and RFID were thought feasible for tracking all processes in the stages of offsite fabrication and construction site logistics. Although both technologies could not directly record the location information, there were two indirect approaches. The first one was GPS-enabled locating, which relied on the GPS data from the mobile reader. If the GPS data was within any of the predefined location areas, the mobile reader could automatically set the predefined location to the scanned barcode. Predefined locations should be assigned to a rectangular area (geo-fence) using four GPS coordinates (top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right). If the predefined location was not assigned a geo-fence, the second method could be used. The user could manually choose a predefined location for a component if needed.
### Table 1. Tracking technology selection for each process (items with * are explained in detail in Section 3.2: Second Focus Group Study).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Detailed Processes</th>
<th>(1) Types of the Objects to be Tracked *</th>
<th>(2) Indoor or Outdoor</th>
<th>(3) Line of Sight Required</th>
<th>(4) Location Required</th>
<th>(5) Tags Removal *</th>
<th>Feasibility of the Alternative Tracking Solutions</th>
<th>Suggested Tracking Solutions *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|        | No. | Name | Types of the Objects to be Tracked | Indoor | Outdoor | Yes | No | Yes | No | (a) Barcode | (b) Passive RFID | (c) Active RFID | (d) GPS | *
| Offsite fabrication | 1 | Shop Detailing | Drawings | Indoor | Yes | No | No | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✗ | ✗ | (a) | |
| | 2 | Programming & Processing | Drawings * | Indoor | Yes | No | No | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✗ | ✗ | (a) | |
| | 3 | Cutting & Drilling | Drawings * | Indoor | Yes | Yes | No | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✗ | ✗ | (a) | |
| | 4 | Welding | Drawings * | Indoor | Yes | Yes | No | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✗ | ✗ | (a) | |
| | 5 | Surface Treatment | Components after welding | Indoor | Yes | Yes | Yes/No * | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✗ | (a) or (b) | |
| | 6 | Pre-assembly | Components after treatment | Indoor | Yes | Yes | Yes/No * | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✗ | (a) or (b) | |
| Shipping & delivery | 7 | Ready for Delivery | Final goods | Outdoor | No | Yes | No | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | (b), (c) or (d) | |
| | 8 | Alongside Ship | Trucks | Outdoor | No | Yes | No | ✗ | ✗ | ✗ | ✓ | ✓ | (d) | |
| | 9 | On Board | Ships | Outdoor | No | Yes | No | ✗ | ✗ | ✗ | ✓ | ✓ | (d) | |
| | 10 | Ship’s Arrive | Ships | Outdoor | No | Yes | Yes/No * | ✗ | ✗ | ✗ | ✓ | ✓ | (d) | |
| | 11 | Goods Unloaded | Trucks | Outdoor | No | Yes | No | ✗ | ✗ | ✗ | ✓ | ✓ | (d) | |
| | 12 | Arrival Onsite | Trucks | Outdoor | No | Yes | No | ✗ | ✗ | ✗ | ✓ | ✓ | (d) | |
| Construction site logistics | 13 | Warehouse | Goods | Indoor | No | Yes | No | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✗ | ✗ | (a), (b) or (c) | |
| | 14 | Laydown Yard | Goods | Outdoor | No | Yes | No | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | (c) or (d) | |
| | 15 | Installation | Goods | Outdoor | No | Yes | Yes/No * | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | (c) or (d) | |
Table 2. Comparison of the barcode, passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), active RFID, and Global Position System tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Barcode</th>
<th>Passive RFID</th>
<th>Active RFID</th>
<th>GPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruggedness</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Wrinkled or smeared labels will not be read</td>
<td>Nearly flawless read rate</td>
<td>flawless read rate</td>
<td>flawless read rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag size</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium (varies depending on application)</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag battery</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation dependence</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication range</td>
<td>Very short, must be line of sight</td>
<td>Short (3 m or less)</td>
<td>Long (100 m or more)</td>
<td>Very long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>Manually scan</td>
<td>Passive (via portals and smart shelves to request the data from passive tags) #</td>
<td>Active (via portals to receive the data signals emitted from active tags) #</td>
<td>Active (via cellular or satellite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read speed</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data storage</td>
<td>&lt;20 characters with linear</td>
<td>Small read/write data (e.g., 128 bytes)</td>
<td>Medium read/write data (e.g., 128 KB) with sophisticated data search and access capabilities</td>
<td>Large read/write data with either a memory card slot, or internal flash memory card and a USB port.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updateable</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous scanning of multiple codes/tags</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per tag ($)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05–1.00</td>
<td>5–30</td>
<td>100 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed infrastructure cost</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag/sensor capability</td>
<td>Ability to read and transfer tag values only when tag is scanned by reader; no date/time stamp</td>
<td>Ability to read and transfer sensor values only when tag is “powered” by reader #; no date/time stamp</td>
<td>Ability to continuously monitor and record sensor input #; date/time stamp for sensor events</td>
<td>Ability to continuously monitor and record sensor input; date/time stamp for sensor events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best area of use</td>
<td>Tracking small objects and low value assets</td>
<td>Tracking within a building or a facility</td>
<td>Tracking within a large area (i.e., construction site)</td>
<td>Tracking within a geographical area or tracking transoceanic shipments and very high value assets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# as been described in Section 2.2 Tracking Technologies section.
In the shipping and delivery stage, the ability to continuously monitor and record sensor input as well as sensor’s geographical locations was necessary. That is why only barcode and passive RFID were supposed to be infeasible. Although active RFID had the ability, it was impossible to set up massive portals across a geographical area, let alone for transoceanic shipments. GPS technology was nominated as a feasible approach because of its continuous location tracking abilities and easy implementation with no additional infrastructure requirement.

4. Framework of a Coordinated Approach for Supply-Chain Tracking in LNG Construction

According to the outputs of the two focus group studies, a framework of a coordinated approach for supply-chain tracking in LNG construction was developed (as shown in Figure 1). There are three modules within the proposed framework: (1) Supply-chain tracking for the management of general materials, which is a cycle process that will occur more than once as the project progresses; (2) supply-chain tracking for the management of project-specific materials, which is always a one-off process and needs to be well managed and controlled because any delays will have a big impact on project construction; and (3) supply-chain control platform, which can integrate all the data collected from various tracking technologies (i.e., GPS, barcode, and RFID) so as to visualize and calculate the deviations between as-planned and actual supply-chain schedules. The details of each part are discussed in the subsequent sections.

4.1. Supply-Chain Tracking for the Management of General Materials

There are five main processes that need to be tracked during general-materials management, namely bill of materials (BOM), requisitions, purchasing, shipping and delivery, and warehouse and installation. From engineering documents, BOM is generated and presents the demands of materials’ items. The purchaser needs to summarize all the materials’ requirements into requisitions, then go to the purchasing process, which is to basically buy the materials from suppliers. When all the materials are ready for delivery, shipment is the next process and needs to be well organized to make sure the delivery of them to the site warehouse is at the right time. A staging area is used for staging materials from issue storage location to construction storage location. Material staging is necessary for the general materials, which are staged irrespective of construction orders.

Changes are very common during LNG plant construction due to design alterations, material damages, and missing items, which are revolving around the five processes in a circle for the material supply-chain. All the processes need to be compared and analyzed all the time to avoid a material surplus or shortages. For example, if the purchaser wants to analyze how much materials are needed, he needs to check the engineering drawings or the BOMs, know how much in the requisitions and site warehouse, and how much are damaged during shipping for the latest procurement.

4.2. Supply-Chain Tracking for the Management of Project-Specific Materials

Project-specific materials are mainly referred to ofsite fabricated LNG modules. Three stages have been developed for managing the total material supply chain: Offsite fabrication, shipping and delivery, and construction site logistics (as shown in Figure 1). There are seven processes in Stage 1, which start with shop detailing and end with being ready for delivery. Completed shop drawings are transferred from shop detailing to welding. After welding, welded components are sent out for surface treatment or pre-assembly if required. When ready for delivery, small individual components are always needed to be packaged into a single pallet.

After the fabrication process, five milestones are designed in Stage 2 for the shipping progress tracking, namely (1) alongside ship; (2) on board; (3) ship’s arrival; (4) goods unloaded in a material unloading facility; and (5) arrival at a construction site. If the vessel is ready to be shipped, a fabricator is required to notice the owner to arrange the shipment. After the vessel is transported to a harbor that is typically a milestone achieved, which means the vessel is now alongside the ship. The next milestone is to ensure the boarding of the vessel. In an FOB contract, suppliers are responsible for
the two milestones. When the ship arrives on the destination harbor, the third milestone is achieved. Owners need to arrange trucks for goods’ unloading and transfer them to a construction site. If the construction sites of the LNG plants are a nature reserve, another milestone of quarantine inspection is necessary to be incorporated after goods are unloaded.

All construction tasks related to site logistics can be categorized into three main types: Transportation, search and identification, and layout arrangement. Transportation represents all kinds of activities related to the movement of construction materials, equipment, and personnel among warehouses, laydown yard, and final installation area. Material search and identification present all the activities related to the check points, such as discovering the delivered goods, determining the construction status, and evaluating the construction performance. The layout arrangement represents the planning efforts in deciding the construction resource distribution. Based on different features of logistics tasks, all work tasks among site related logistics require different tracking approaches. They should be adopted depending on the possibility of human presence and the efficiency of information collection.

4.3. Supply-Chain Control Platform

The supply-chain control platform combines three-dimensional (3D) computer-aided design (CAD) models with as-planned supply-chain information and as-actual tracking data. The purpose of this platform is to visualize all the statuses of SCM, and detect any potential conflicts between materials’ delivery and construction plans. Decisions can be made in a timely fashion in the case that there is variance between the plans and actuals. Data provided by various tracking technologies and 3D CAD can significantly improve and speed up the process of monitoring and deviation analysis.

5. Experiments and Results

It is difficult to test all the suggested tracking solutions for the two types of the material management (i.e., project specific and general materials). Considering the limited resources, in this paper, the authors only validate the feasibility of the proposed framework for the supply-chain tracking of the project-specific materials. Two field experiments were conducted: The first one covered the whole process tracking during the stage 1 of offsite fabrication, and the second one focused on the tracking during the last two stages (i.e., shipping and delivery, and construction site logistics).

In terms of the principles of easy implementation and not interrupting the normal production work, barcode was agreed to be implemented in a real fabrication yard. In the second experiment, according to the discussions with the participants of the two focus group studies, active RFID was more likely to be seen for site logistics tracking because there had been several examples for using barcode or passive RFID for warehouse management. GPS was also tested for shipping and delivery tracking.

To visualize the statuses of the material supply chain, the researchers also developed plugins based on a 3D platform for barcode, RFID and GPS data reading, configuration, mapping, and synchronization. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the system integration. All the tracking data, including the received scanning records of barcodes and signals from GPS and RFID tags, were collected to the web portals. For example, the transportation status of material was monitored in a geographical-level map by retrieving GPS signals through time. Furthermore, the RFID signals of every site component tagged with an active RFID tag were collected. The triangulation processes then were performed in near real-time (delay ranged from 3 s to 8 s) to get the position information of the components. Navisworks software was selected as the basis of the 3D environment, and the web-based application programming interfaces (API) were applied to transfer data from the web portals to the 3D platform. By integrating all the tracking data into a 3D virtual plant environment, the status information of the corresponding components could be visualized and color-coded. Through the comparison of the tracking data and the as-planned manufacturing and delivery schedule, all situations, including delays, could be dynamically captured. The results could be further used to notify site managers or crews by short message service on short notice. Progress reports (i.e., items completed,
items dispatched, items delivered, and items installed) were generated from the web portals while the overall S-curve graphs were from the 3D platform.

Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed supply-chain control platform.

5.1. Experiment One: Offsite Fabrication Tracking

Through a research agreement with Fremantle Steel Group, the researchers were granted access to the fabrication facilities, which utilize state of the art computerized numerical control equipment in a combined covered workshop space of 36,000 square meters that can produce over 40,000 tonnes of fabricated steelwork annually. Pre-assembly and laydown areas of 60,000 square meters with mobile cranes up to a 350-tonne lifting capacity enables the pre-assembly of large modules and storage of large volumes of fabricated steelwork to suit customer delivery schedules.

5.1.1. Experiment Design

Two steel columns and one beam from a real construction project were selected as the tracking objects from cutting and drilling to be ready for delivery. Detailed manufacturing activities and their corresponding locations are defined in Table 3. In order to calculate the overall fabrication progress, the weight for each activity was also added. The weight coefficient was determined based on the existing practices and validated by the project manager. Moreover, the same weight coefficient was also applied in the real project for measuring the production progress. Five zones were recognized based on fabrication processes and their geographical locations are shown in Figure 3.

Fabrication started with the cutting and drilling of standard steel plates in Zone 1 and then went to Zone 2 for assembly and welding. As the three selected components were all needed to be painted, hence, after welding, they were transferred to Zone 3 for surface treatment. The next step was returning them back to Zone 4 for pre-assembly. At the end, the finished products would be moved to Zone 5 for temporary store purpose, and ready for delivery if necessary.
Table 3. Activities during fabrication and their corresponding locations and weights for progress calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Locations</th>
<th>Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cutting and Drilling</td>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding</td>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Treatment</td>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-assembly</td>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready for Delivery</td>
<td>Zone 5</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Location definition for fabrication tracking.

5.1.2. Barcoding Technology Implementation

Five different barcodes were developed for this experiment: Drawing barcode (DB), treatment barcode (TB), pre-assembly barcode (PAB), site barcode (SB), and pallet barcode (PB). Figure 4 illustrates the roles of these five kinds of barcodes and the whole fabrication tracking process map. At the early stage, shop drawings were received and uploaded into the proposed tracking system. Physical barcodes were designed and printed based on information extracted from engineering drawings. Links between barcodes and virtual 3D models should be correctly created, including the internal relationships among barcodes. For example, a PB might link to several SBs. Physical barcodes were not attached to real components during cutting, drilling, assembly, and welding. DBs within the shop drawings were utilized to be scanned and updated the progress because: (1) The process of cutting and drilling were always designed for a batch of components not for one; (2) there were lots of small bits and pieces after cutting and drilling, which were very difficult to affix barcodes to; and (3) shop drawings went through these processes from one work team to another.
After welding, TBs were attached to the three components individually and scanned before being shipped to the surface treatment yard. When the components arrived, treatment workers needed to scan the TBs, update the status, and remove the TBs so as to conduct treatment work. After surface treatment, PABs should be affixed to the components. When the PABs were scanned, workers could get detailed pre-assembly information. SBs were affixed after pre-assembly for load out tracking. In this experiment, the two columns and one beam were packaged into one pallet, hence, a PB was needed to put on the pallet. Quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) were also embedded into the tracking process and could be automatically triggered through barcode scanning.

All the physical barcodes were attached by the workers involved in each process. Therefore, it was unnecessary to assign a dedicated worker to handle these attaching activities. In addition, the usage of barcodes would not significantly increase workers’ workload because they need to manually mark each steel item by using a chalk in a conventional way.

5.1.3. Location Tracking

There were two methods for location tracking during fabrication as illustrated in Figure 5. The first one was GPS-enabled locating, which relied on the GPS data from the mobile reader. If the GPS was unable to work, the second method could be used. The user could manually choose a predefined location for a component if needed. In this experiment, the first locating method was used during the stages of surface treatment and ready for delivery because both of them were conducted outside. The other processes used the second locating method.
5.1.4. Results for Experiment One

Data collected from barcoding were interpreted. Table 4 shows the locations of the three components at the end of each day during the experiment. Figure 6 illustrates the progress data for each individual component and the overall project. The researchers could locate Column 1 and Beam 1, which were produced faster than Column 2, however, both needed to wait for Column 2 at Zone 4 for the pre-assembly. In this experiment, the researchers did not set a planned schedule for these three components. However, the researchers could assume that if the overall progress was behind schedule, it would be easy for the fabrication manager to find the root cause (the delay of Column 2), and quickly remedy the delay (i.e., assign more resource to Column 2 fabrication).

Table 4. Location change for the three components during fabrication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>9 Nov</th>
<th>10 Nov</th>
<th>11 Nov</th>
<th>12 Nov</th>
<th>13 Nov</th>
<th>14 Nov</th>
<th>15 Nov</th>
<th>16 Nov</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Column 1</td>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>Zone 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column 2</td>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>Zone 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 1</td>
<td>Zone 1</td>
<td>Zone 2</td>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>Zone 3</td>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>Zone 4</td>
<td>Zone 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Two locating methods for fabrication tracking.

Figure 6. Progress for each individual component and the overall project.
5.1.5. Discussions for Experiment One Compared with more Conventional Methods (Periodic Reports Driven and Weekly Basis), Three Benefits of the Proposed Barcoding System were Identified and Quantified

- Cost avoidance of lost/missing piece-mark reconciliation: According to the historical data of Fremantle Steel Group, 1% of piece-marks were lost/misplaced during the whole fabrication process. For this pilot project, there were nearly 28,000 pieces, which means 280 pieces of them would have been lost without barcoding. Considering each piece would cost $150 to reconcile/find, a total of $42,000 would be saved. This did not include the emergency fabrication costs of lost pieces, which would cost a minimum of $1000 per piece. If considering the technology adoption cost, such as: Barcode printing cost ($0.01 \times 28,000 = $280), mobile readers ($200 \times 6 = 1200), software cost ($11.95/month/user \times 6 \times 6 = $430), and training cost ($100/h \times 8 = $800), the total net saving could be $39,290.

- Time and cost savings for checking fabrication progress: A clerk position could be eliminated that previously input progress data from weekly field reports into a planning system (a conventional approach). It could save about $60,000 annually. To quantify the time savings, the research team selected a welding process as an example and calculated the time of generating a progress report, which indicated the number of welds produced per welder by type and X-ray percentage. The time spent compiling this information was reduced from 3 h to an average of 20 min.

- More detailed progress data for decision-making. The frequency of progress tracking with barcoding was nearly in real-time, which enabled the shop manager to identify progress delays and bottlenecks faster. Therefore, with the help of the proposed barcoding system, it was easy to answer questions, like: Which piece-marks need to be pre-assembled together? Where is each individual piece-mark? Which one is behind schedule, and when will that one arrive? They require more time to be solved through reviewing periodic reports.

The experiment has achieved its primary aim of testing the proposed barcoding system for fabrication tracking, and the quantitative and qualitative findings are very promising. Certain limitations need to be considered, which are discussed as follows:

- Barcode scanners need a direct line of sight to the barcode. Scanners can easily find the right barcodes to be scanned before the pre-assembly stage. However, during the stages of pre-assembly and delivering to site, the efficiency of scanning actions declines because scanners need to spend most of the time identifying the target barcode from massive intrusive options. One of the site managers in Fremantle Steel Group suggested that the barcodes could be designed in different colors or sizes so that workers could recognize them quickly and easily;

- barcodes are more easily damaged because they are exposed on the outside of the steel product. If a barcode is ripped or damaged, there is no way to scan and update the statuses of the product. To minimize this complication, the longstanding barcodes, such as SBs and PBs, it is suggested that they are printed with a plastic protective layer; and

- barcode management is a challenging process. Five different types of barcodes were developed for this experiment based on the requirement of fabrication tracking. It was effortless to design and print these barcodes with the help of a computer. However, it was difficult to ensure the actions of attaching and removing barcodes were correct because of human errors. In order to eliminate the error-prone tasks, basic training for site workers is necessary. In addition, a guideline for barcode management is also needed. For example, for each type of steel components (i.e., column, beam and pipe spool), the best positions for barcodes’ attachment should be defined.

5.2. Experiment Two: Site Logistics Tracking

To simulate the delivery of construction materials and related logistics activities, the experiment utilized a real LNG plant training facility as a test bed. The targeted facility was the Australian Centre
for Energy and Process Training (ACEPT), run by the Challenger Institute of Technology, located in Perth, Western Australia.

5.2.1. Experiment Design

The simulation scenario can be seen in Figure 7. The materials delivery process started from a remote place, which could be assumed as a warehouse area. The transportation between the warehouse and the facility was monitored by GPS-based tracking. A GPS tag was mounted on a vehicle and communicated with the satellites frequently. Data about the vehicle’s location could be monitored through a web interface, and the progress of the delivery could be recorded. Once the materials had been delivered into the simulated construction site, a customized RFID system, running in both active and passive mode, was established and used to monitor the logistics among the laydown yard and construction (or installation) area. The targeted construction area contains a dehydration module, which is independent of other process units in the field. In addition, the laydown area had laid some spare module components, which could be assumed as delivered construction materials. A simulation of the materials’ delivery was conducted through the use of the above-mentioned systems, and the entire experiment followed the operation protocol of the LNG plant, such as the usage of intrinsically-safe devices, and performing gas leak detection before conducting any experiments.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** The simulated scenario of the construction site logistics in the oil and gas training facility.

5.2.2. RFID Technology Implementation

The experiment particularly focused on the use of the active RFID given that the system is rarely used comparing with that of the passive mode and it has the potential in improving the tracking of certain non-line-of-sight activities. The architecture of the active RFID system can be seen in Figure 8, and the reader was put in an explosion proof enclosure for fulfilling the intrinsically-safe requirement of the LNG operation field. The antennas mounted on the top of the four-meter-high pole were responsible for receiving radio signal strength indication (RSSI) from each RFID tag for the reader to capture and upload the processed information to servers through WIFI. As for the content of the enclosure, there was a power supply, a reader, and a wireless radio. The wireless radio was used as a transmitter for converting the processed information in order to upload through the Internet. Like such settings, there were four different sets, which were distributed around the
facility. As shown in Figure 9, they were located at four corners of the simulated construction area and formed a rectangle (around 30 m by 15 m) covering the dehydration module. By synchronizing all four received RSSI at an acceptable short time period, the locations of tags could be thus identified through triangulation calculations.

![Image of RFID reader system](image)

**Figure 8.** The system architecture of the installed Radio Frequency Identification reader.

![Image of fixed RFID readers](image)

**Figure 9.** Four fixed RFID readers around the dehydration module.

As shown in Figure 10, the dehydration module consisted of vessels, pumps, pipes, electronic lines, and other related components and was located in the simulated construction area. Multiple RFID tags were attached to the selected components of the module. The tag could be read through handheld scanners or the four fixed readers, which means that the detection methods could be either active or passive. The received information could be updated on the materials’ management system through the Internet. The dehydration module and its surrounding regions, including the laydown area, were used as experiment fields in the simulated construction site. They were used to test the performance of active RFID in static and dynamic situations as well as to conduct a material search test comparing different combinations of tracking approaches. These tests are described in the following sections in detail.
5.2.3. Location Tracking

Considering the accuracy concerns of the active RFID system, a performance analysis of the RFID tags localization was carried out. As for knowing the status of each attached component, in general, for site managers and help field workers to search specific ones, accurate location information will be essentially important to shorten the data collection and search time. It could even be extended to monitor the movements of construction equipment or personnel for safety purposes. Given that the magnitude of RSSI is related to the distance between the reader and the tag according to the literature, the researchers first validated the relationship of RSSI between each RFID tag in the simulated LNG plant construction environment. Two randomly selected RFID tags were put at the same position on a trolley located within the detection range of the four fixed readers. Figure 11 illustrates the RSSI distributions of the two tags. The trolley was still at the beginning. After around 2500 s, the trolley started to be pushed and moved around the dehydration module. The results showed that the RSSI distributions of the dynamic cases fluctuated more than that of the static cases. However, both tags at the same place responded with different RSSI values, but the patterns of changes were similar with each other. It suggested that there was a relationship between RSSI responses and the distances of RFID tags, which could be utilized to further improve measurements as long as it could be formed. Once the tags with known locations were obtained as reference tags, the measured location of the target tag could be calibrated by the RSSI responses from those tags through the determined relationship. Further studies on the potential affections of radio signal interference and positioning improvement in such testing scenario can be referenced to researchers’ further works [24,52].

![Figure 10. The attachment of RFID tags on the dehydration module.](image)

![Figure 11. The relationship of RSSI distribution between two different RFID tags at the same place.](image)
5.2.4. Results for Experiment Two

A summarized table for all the tests done for site logistic tracking is provided as Table 5. The researchers collected the RSSI data of each RFID tag on the module. The sampling rate was 3 s–8 s per RSSI record. The data lasted 40 min and 16 tags with known locations were treated as reference tags for calibration. Similar calibration research has been conducted by Razavi and Haas (2011). Compared to the true positions identified through survey technologies, the positioning errors of static RFID tags through RSSI data with reference tags’ calibration are illustrated in Figure 12. Among these seven tags attached to the module, the errors could be controlled within 3 m, which suggested that the active RFID system is capable of tracking non-line-of-sight activities, such as knowing where the multiple construction resources are in a relatively large-scale LNG plant construction site. In addition, site managers can easily discover the objects of interest and request field workers to locate it in a short duration. This is because the search range was narrowed down to a 3-m radius circle. In cooperation with scanners through the passive RFID technologies, field workers were easily able to identify the necessary targets instead of following rough directions to search and potentially wasting time. It also helped conduct deviation analysis at a short duration so that the delay of logistic can be found at the early stage for further decision making.

### Table 5. An overview of the tests done for site logistic tracking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Localization (Static Case)</th>
<th>Material Tracking (Dynamic Case)</th>
<th>Material Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Active RFID</td>
<td>Paper instruction, Passive and Active RFID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>7x RFID tags on the module</td>
<td>1x RFID tag on the trolley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>3–8 s/record (sampling rate)</td>
<td>3–8 s/record (sampling rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Dehydration module</td>
<td>Area around dehydration module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time duration</td>
<td>40 min</td>
<td>Around 13 min (800 s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Around 1.5 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 12](image-url) Positioning errors of RFID tags with reference tags calibration (Static case).

Regarding the monitoring of dynamic objects on the site, the targeted RFID tag was put on the trolley and moved around the dehydration module. The sampling rate of RSSI was the same as the static case and the total record time was around 13 min. Figure 13 shows the tracking errors with time. The range of average errors distribution was from 2 m to 12 m and the change pattern of the error was unpredictable. It showed that the RSSI of a moving RFID tag was seriously affected by the surrounding environmental factors with the time and the location, such as metal, liquid, and other electromagnetic interferences. The results indicated that the active RFID system required improvement...
to be able to be utilized for certain tracking tasks, such as equipment movement monitoring or personnel tracking for safety purposes. However, depending on accuracy requirements, it was still applicable for non-line-of-sight tracking activities, which only require rough positions of the target resource, such as work permit monitoring, and materials tracking at a large-scale LNG construction site. It is also worthy to note that improving the localization performance of dynamic materials could be a future research direction for optimizing the accuracy of the active RFID with reasonable cost and time.

![Figure 13. Tracking errors of RFID tags with reference tags calibration (dynamic case).](image)

Compared with conventional approaches in searching necessary materials on site, an RFID system with both active and passive modes was proven to be feasible, more efficient, and effective. The researchers obtained the preliminary outcomes based on the search time distribution of specific material during the material delivery simulation. In this evaluation, participants were assigned different tasks in allocating specific items in a simulated 6 m by 36 m laydown area with more than 50 plant components (valves, pipes, and gauges) laid on. The conventional approaches that were compared in this evaluation were those using passive RFID with paper-based instructions and those using only paper-based instructions. The paper-based instructions represented the rough position estimations made by site managers according to the existing drawings or layout plans. They were estimated without prior actions in “manually” recording accurate laydown positions when the materials arrived in the area. Based on the feedbacks from field crews and managers, the accuracy of instructions significantly relied on how much experience the site managers had regarding the arrangement of the laydown area.

30 items were identified within the material laydown yard and used as the targets for participants to search using the three approaches, respectively. Detailed experiment data was collected and analyzed. Figure 14 shows that the average time spent on searching materials using both the active and passive modes of RFID in the simulated lay down area (mean: 25.07 s, standard deviation: 8.238 s) was generally faster than those of using passive RFID with paper-based instructions (mean: 58.83 s, standard deviation: 19.596 s), and those of using only instructions (mean: 111.47 s, standard deviation: 36.72 s). The average time savings were 33.76 s and 86.4 s, respectively. It is due to the accurate information that the active RFID can provide for non-light-of-sight tracking activities, like material storage decisions and monitoring, which narrowed the search area down to 3 m instead of rough search instructions. Using only passive RFID or paper-based instructions may achieve the same efficiency, but requires extra human and arrangement effort in recording the statuses of materials when materials arrive in positions, while active RFID can acquire such information generally and automatically. It further reduces the preparation time of search tasks and helps improve management from the global perspectives.
5.2.5. Discussions for Experiment Two

By identifying the accuracy concerns of the active RFID system and going through the materials delivery simulation by using the proposed tracking approach at the simulated LNG construction site, the following discoveries compared with the conventional approaches (paper-based instruction or the used of single tracking technology) were raised and discussed as below:

- The GPS and passive RFID system are conventional yet reliable approaches for tracking long-range transportation and assisting field personnel in searching and identifying objects of interest during the entire site logistics processes. The experiment showed promising results in tracing the goods flow and speeding up the materials search times. However, the performance of the tracking varied depending on different human involvement and familiarity of the technologies adopted;
- The active RFID system can be implemented as an efficient tracking approach for certain non-line-of-sight activities at the site, such as having a global view of whether the demanded resources or personnel are in position at the correct place and correct time. Considering the scale of the LNG plant construction, the error tolerance in acquiring such positioning information is acceptable for the discontinuous positions’ checking and management purposes. The positioning accuracy can even be improved by the reference tag approach and controlled within 3 m. However, for the detailed movements’ monitoring of resources and helping search for the demanded resource at the site, the tracking approaches still need further investigations, as long as the further efforts in improving tracking results of the dynamic objects can be engaged to control the localization errors within reasonable ranges. Further studies regarding accuracy improvement of the active RFID system in the simulated LNG construction site can be referenced in [52];
- these results conducted in the material search test may present a certain degree of bias attributable to a number of reasons. Firstly, the scale of the laydown area in practice is much higher than the tested one, which could amplify the uncertainties of searching target items. Secondly, there are biases among participants’ skills in searching materials. Although participants were randomly selected, there is a chance of uneven prior knowledge or learning ability. Finally, the accuracy
of the paper-based instructions, as the conventional approach, has also a significant impact on
the material search. Poor-quality instructions will result in a longer time. In general, the authors
argue that some biases may be presented, however, the results still can validate the benefits of
the proposed approach in the comparison with the conventional one. The generality of the tests
exists given that the simulated site is exactly “a real process plant” following all the operation
and intrinsically-safe regulations for training purposes. The arrangements and layouts of all
components follow the designs in practice, however, they would be more complex when the plant
construction is in processing with more dynamic interference taking place; and

• the integration of the proposed tracking approaches is feasible to establish a total site logistics
management mechanism of a technical perspective. However, supply-chain experts also raised
concerns as to whether there are further demands in identifying the adoptions impacts, working
processes’ changes, human error influences, or cost-effective integrations. Essentially, the cultural
changes and standardization in the LNG industry need further engagement as well to provide an
appropriate opportunity for its adoption.

6. Conclusions

The main contribution of this paper is to provide a coordinated approach for total supply-chain
tracking in LNG construction. The feasibility of the proposed approach for the project-specific material
management was validated by the two field experiments: (1) Real steel column and beam components
tracking in a fabrication facility, and (2) material tracking and searching events in a complete LNG plant
replica for training purposes. Although not all alternative tracking solutions within the framework
were tested, this research has indeed validated the usage of barcode for fabrication tracking. Besides,
the capabilities of GPS and active RFID were also tested and validated in tracking non-line-of-sight
tracking tasks at a simulated LNG plant construction site. Both GPS and active RFID can cooperate
with passive RFID, and allow site managers to get a global view of the materials’ flow and identify
relatively close search ranges for field workers to find out the materials of interest efficiently.

To sum up the outcomes of this study, the benefits and implications identified from the two field
experiments are listed as follows:

• The proposed coordinated approach has been validated as a feasible solution and suggestion
for decision makers in tracking various tasks in LNG modular construction. It further helps to
increase the visibility of the total supply chain for complicated and large-scale projects, allowing
transparency to be gained for government and community supervisions as well;

• the two field experiments demonstrated the feasibility of the combination of the barcode, RFID,
and GPS for total supply chain tracking in the LNG industry. Despite the increase of the cost to
purchase and install the tracking infrastructure, it is relatively insensitive in affecting overall cost,
but saving more wastes according to the feedback from industrial partners;

• the experiment conducted in the off-site factory suggests several tangible benefits: $42,000 would
be saved for lost/missing piece-mark reconciliation in the pilot project; $60,000 would be saved
annually due to the reduction of a clerk position; and time spent in welding progress tracking
could be reduced from 3 h to an average of 20 min. Further benefits are expected for a wide range
of adoptions in different off-site factory scenarios; and

• based on the observations of the site logistic experiment, the search range of material has been
narrowed down through active RFID used in cooperation with scanners through to passive RFID.
Compared with conventional approaches in material searching, the proposed tracking solution
was two times faster than those using passive RFID with paper-based instructions, and four times
faster than those using instructions only. The benefit can be amplified with the increasing scale of
the material searching area in practical LNG projects.

Although the observed improvement is clear, further validations should be conducted which
include: (1) Validating the feasibility of the proposed framework for the general material management
in the LNG industry; (2) evaluating the capabilities of other suggested tracking solutions, such as utilization of passive RFID with a handheld reader for fabrication tracking. Compared with barcode technology, passive RFID has all the advantages except its higher implementation cost. The first two limitations of barcodes found in this paper can be easily addressed by using passive RFID; (3) applying the proposed framework in a real LNG construction project and measuring its performance; and (4) extending the application of the proposed framework to other industries, such as mining, infrastructure, and building.
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